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once the eeprom has been programmed with the correct
options for your som using the eeprom flashtool, you may
use the stored data to configure the board as you see fit.
currently, phytec uses the eeprom data to configure the
ram size/timings, whether ecc support is enabled, and to
set the board name. examples of the use of the eeprom

data can be found in the uboot-phytec git repo. the
following links will provide relevant commits for reference:

recently, well actually two days back when i installed
flashtool on my windows 8 laptop in order to flash my cutie

pie, xperia ray phone i ran into a massive issue. after
successfully installing flashtool setup i headed up to

installing flashtool drivers. because of the way the som is
designed, it is not possible to flash the eeprom using a

normal programming interface. this method is possible, but
it requires certain knowledge and experience in the field of
electronics. to get started, check out the xperia firmware

and rom development forum and check out the xperia
flashtool thread. these threads will provide you with the

knowledge and experience you need to start flashing. the
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http://blogbasters.com/atari.interrupters?/moccasins/institue/Rmxhc2h0b29sIFYwLjcuMS4wRmx/ZG93bmxvYWR8R0I0ZEhWeGEzeDhNVFkyT0RnM05qazNOWHg4TWpVNU1IeDhLRTBwSUZkdmNtUndjbVZ6Y3lCYldFMU1VbEJESUZZeUlGQkVSbDA/stomps.plos


 

most common way to flash your eeprom with flashtool is to
use a micro sd card. you can also create a bootable usb
drive using the same flashtool installation. for detailed

instructions on how to do this, check out the guide i linked
to above. after installation completes, click yes when asked

to restart the system. once the system is restarted, the
flashtool will be active and all other applications will be
closed. you may now flash any of your soms without the

need to configure the flashtool.
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So I took that flashtool off my phone and installed it in the
PC, and then went to load up the fdt file that I had loaded
up in the phone. Instead of it going to the phone's boot, it
goes to the PC's boot. I'm not sure what to do. I think it's a
known problem with the latest version of flashtool (and I
think I mentioned it on XDA, too). The problem is with the
Sony supports section of the device. In some new versions
of Sony, the NVRAM RAM is associated with Sony device 0.

Sony device is an id tag to identify the particular Sony
device and some of Sony's device id tags have some errors.

So when you specify the Sony device, like you see here
(removed the -l command): when the flashing has

completed the flashtool user interface will open. the
notification bar will still be present and the device will still

be in the flashing mode. select "exit" and the flashtool user
interface will close. the device will reboot and you can

disconnect the power cable for the device. in case that you
did it but it didn't work, open the configs directory and you
should be able to find a file named default.xml under the
phycore-am57x folder. if you find that file, you can edit it
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and then save it and restart flashtool. it should work! in
case you got it as well, do the same thing you did with

default.xml for xperifirm configuration files, but leave the
default.xml files untouched and create new ones for all
devices you have. go to the root of xperifirm once again

and go to the phycore-am57x folder. after you have created
the new configuration files for all devices, copy them into

the flashtool folder that you created earlier and start
flashtool. 5ec8ef588b
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